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All the things that still baffle self-driving cars, starting with seagulls

Driver says Tesla car gets "confused" and crashes on highway

You can confuse self-driving cars by altering street signs

Waymo Self-Driving Cars Are Getting Confused by Rain, Passenger Says

Waymo says it's working on improving cars' foul-weather capability.
Who cares?
abort("The Rails environment is running in production mode")
require 'spec_helper'
require 'rspec/rails'
require 'capybara/rspec'
require 'capybara/rails'

Capybara.javascript_driver = :selenium
Category.delete_all; Category.generate
Shoulda::Matchers.configure do |config|
  config.integrate do |with|
    with.test_frameworkspec
    with.library :rails
    end
  end
end

# Add additional requires below this line
# spec/support/ and its subdirectories. This directory holds additional
# requirements for the test suite. You should keep it separate from
# spec/support/ and its subdirectories. This directory holds additional
# requirements for the test suite. You should keep it separate from
# spec/support/ and its subdirectories.

# Requires supporting ruby files with spec/ in the name. This directory
# contains source code for tests
in_spec.rb will both be required and run twice. It is recommended that you
# configure the test runner to use in-spec files by default. This
# directory contains source code for tests
# configure the test runner to use in-spec files by default. This
# directory contains source code for tests
end with_spec.rb. You can configure the
test runner to use in-spec files by default. This
test runner to use in-spec files by default. This
# Configure the test runner to use in-spec files by default. This
test runner to use in-spec files by default. This
# Configure the test runner to use in-spec files by default. This
# Configure the test runner to use in-spec files by default. This
# Configure the test runner to use in-spec files by default. This
# Configure the test runner to use in-spec files by default. This
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MLsploit is a cloud framework for interactive experimentation with adversarial machine learning research.

Repositories

- mlsplot-rest-api
  - Python
  - 10 stars
- mlsplot-execution-backend
  - Python
  - 9 stars
- mlsplot-web-ui
  - JavaScript
  - 10 stars
Why Open Source?
Welcome

Start by creating a new pipeline
Microsoft Malware Classification Challenge (BIG 2015)
Classification of malware into families based on file content and characteristics
https://github.com/mlsploit